
f 200 Years of Research

Von Rad, Gen. 23
The preceding discussion pxesuppoaee the recognition of a fact that has
become accepted in contemporary Old Testament science after almost 200
years of research The books Genesis to Joshua consist of several con
tinuous source documents that were woven together more or less skillfully
by a redactor.

Kuhi, 2




KnowledLe of the oriLins and coposition of the Pentateuch i8 still relatively
new. The foundations were laid over 200 years ago, when it was observed that
in the ooc of Genesis the name Liven to God varies, apparently quite ar&i_
trarily, between Yahweh and lohim.

Interpreters Dictionary of the Bible bindon Press, N. Y., 1962. "Pentateuch" by
D N. Freedan, 713 e k4-t.(

The systematic, critical inveatigeticn of the x-entateuch has been cariiea on
for the past two hundred years. i

kriderscn, B.., Unuestand.jn the, O1.o. Testament
p. 12-13 Among Biblical scholars, the dominant view is that the
Pent-tench is a composite work in which several literary sources have been
blended. together. Accord1n to this hypothesis, wHich rests on the
critical labors of more than two centuries of intensive study, there are
four main literary strands, to which are assied the symbols, J, E, D,
and P.

Eissfeld.t, 21
'Modern' P'ntateuchal criticism, now more than 200 years old, put i: the
place of what wesup till then cr the whole the determinative flat
picture of the Pentateuch, a three-dimensional one.

60 years

Simpson, C. , 'The Growth. of the 7PYateuch", Interpreter's Bible
p. 190 The Gr-e1lhausen hyothesIs has commaned the assent of
the great majority of Old. Testament critics for more than sixty years,
and has served as the point of departure for investigation of the in
ternal structure of the several sources.

250 years
L.E.P. Erith "Introduction to the Criticism of the Pentateuch" in A New Commentary on
Holy Scripture edited by Chas. Gore, FL. L. G.udge, Alfred Guillawne TThecinilI'ii .:
New York) l92 page 22

This will also serve to correct the misrepresentation, frequently repeated,
that the higher criticism of the Old Testament was invented in Germany by Dr. Welihausen
during the latter half of the 19th century; while, in fact, it is the outcome of long and
patient study and research by various scholars during the past 250 years, who, working

__ for the most part independently, have reached substantially the same conclusions.

Eissfeldt, "Genesis" in says that the docuineitary theory hs remained authoritative
pr the past two centuries(sjnce Istruc(d. 1766) and Eichhorn(d. 1827))
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